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Receive Serial #'s In 
 
PROGRAM NAME: FEDRECEV 
MENU OPTION TITLE: Receive Serial #'s In 
MAIN MODULE: SERIALIZED INVENTORY 
HELP KEY ACTIVE: YES 
 
PROGRAM OVERVIEW 
 
This program is used to receive serialized inventory into the serial number system.  It 
does not add inventory quantities to the inventory master system.  You are only assigning 
serial numbers to parts.  There are three sections of a serial number.  The 2 character 
prefix, a 10 character serial number area, and a 1 character suffix. 
 
Use this system to assign serial numbers to products you manufacture.  Or, if you 
purchase parts from a manufacturer that have serial numbers, assign the manufacturers 
serial number to your part number. 
 
After you have run this program, you will need to reun {FEDRECPR} and {FEDRECUD} 
to enter the serial numbers into their respective books. 
 
PROGRAM OPERATION 
 
LAST ENTRY:  This is the last serial number book that had entries made to it.  Highlight 
and select the serial book that you would like to receive serial number parts to. 
 
SHIPPER ID:  Enter a valid shipper identification.  Shipper identifications are created 
using the program {SMSUPPLY}.  This field is indexed, so you may use <IFF> to search 
for a valid shipper identification. It will automatically pull up the fields listed below. 
 
MANUFACTURER: 
MODEL:  
USER1:  This field can be used by you to represent anything you would like. 
RECEIVED FROM: 
STREET ADDRESS: 
CITY: 
STATE: 
 
DATE RECEIVED:  The current date is automatically loaded.  Press <ENTER> to 
accept the current date or type in the correct date. 
 
PART NUMBER:  This is the part number that you use to identify this part.  Enter a valid 
part number in this field.  This field is indexed, you can use <IFF> to search for a valid part 
number.  The part number you enter here is created using the {INPRTGUT} program and 
must have the SERIALED field set to <Y>. 
 
CALIBER: This field comes from the inventory master file. 
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GUN MODEL: This field comes from the inventory master file. 
 
IS THE ABOVE INFORMATION CORRECT 
 
(A)DD, (D)ELETE, (G)OTO, (S)EE MORE OR (Q)UIT?  Enter <A> to add serial 
numbers.  When adding serial number the software will not allow you to enter two identical 
serial numbers.  Enter the prefix if any, the serial number and the suffix if any.  To quit 
adding serial numbers, enter <z><z> in the prefix or a blank serial number. 
 
Enter <D> to delete a serial number. 
 
Enter <G> to view a specific serial number. 
 
Enter <S> to see another window of serial numbers. 
 
Enter <Q> to exit to the menu. 
 
WHAT IS THE LINE # OF SERIAL TO BE DELETED?  Enter the line number of the 
serial number that you wish to delete. 
 
SHOULD THIS SERIAL NUMBER BE DELETED? 


